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Motivate and Engage Users: Solutions for Boosting Customer 
Retention 
!
The numbers tell the story: The mobile app marketplace continues to explode as customers 
excitedly alight onto their smartphones’ newest goodies. Their choices abound in a marketplace 
jammed with more than 2.5 million apps and counting. !
Apps make up “the lion’s share of time spent using smartphones,” according to a February 2014 
Nielsen report. Smartphone usage in the United States now exceeds Web usage on computers, 
with Americans spending 34 hours per month on smartphone apps and on the mobile Web in 
December 2013 -- up six hours from a year earlier. !
Yet while the enthusiasm for mobile apps keeps growing, consumers often turn fickle, departing 
an app just as quickly as they downloaded it if their rising expectations for excellent 
performance, customer service and long-term value aren’t met. The numbers demonstrate this 
swift decline, too: “80-90% of apps are being deleted just after one use,” New Relic noted in its 
Tracing Your Users’ Experience infographic !
App abandonment can carry a heavy cost for developers, considering the average paid 
download costs upwards of $1.50. “A lot of installs are going wasted and customers aren’t really 
happy,” marketing blogger Robi Ganguly said in making a case for tracking “long tail” metrics 
that look beyond install numbers. !
These metrics shift the focus to retention -- keeping customers engaged for multiple return visits 
and thus increasing the potential for developers to make money. That engagement, in turn, can 
result in a better product, as customer feedback can shape future iterations. Given the crowded 
mobile app ecosystem, marketing blogger Ernan Roman said developers should embrace a 
new mindset: “Don’t be ‘another’ app. Be an engagement tool.” !
Research has shown that a mindset adjustment -- one that puts “LTV,” or customer lifetime 
value, front and center -- can be well worth it for mobile app developers. In an oft-quoted study, 
Gallup’s John Fleming and Jim Asplund found that engaged customers generate 1.7 times more 
revenue than normal customers. !
This report will look at best practices for engaging and retaining mobile app customers and 
suggest metrics to follow for achieving that goal. It also will explore the many routes app makers 
can take to build a progressive customer feedback loop, weighting those that most directly 
address app abandonment. And the paper will suggest concrete solutions that provide real-time, 
real-user data on how users are using their app and how it’s performing that can be quickly 
adapted and immediately help developers retain customers. !
Getting Engaged, App Style 
Customer engagement is important because of the nature of mobile devices. They are 
incredibly personal, always on and often physically attached to their owners. Given those 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realities, developers must look well beyond email blasts, banner ads and other traditional digital 
marketing tools to promote their apps. !
“We are past the days of trying to acquire every customer possible and have moved onto doing 
much more value-oriented great marketing -- marketing which invites our customers into an 
ongoing conversation that is more give and take and less broadcast and pray,” Ganguly said. !
Apps that go from good to great do so by building a core of engaged users. Those customers 
share their positive experiences with friends and help app makers reach the gold standard -- 
organic traffic growth. And there are five key ways to get there. !
Feedback 
The first element of successful engagement is feedback. For developers, that means not just 
listening to users but, more importantly, making the act of giving feedback a seamlessly 
pleasing user experience. !
“Adding a simple feedback button in a discoverable location is all that is needed,” Kate 
Matsudaira, the founder and chief technology officer of Popforms, wrote in her 20 tips for app 
promotion strategy. Neglecting that feature likely will impact app reviews, she added. !
Developers also should study reviews of their products within app stores. They should look at 
the ratings because they do drive rankings -- but also pay attention to the comments, scouring 
them for insights into what’s working and what’s not. “User ratings and reviews are key 
indicators of an app’s quality,” said Vy Nguyen, appbackr’s vice president of product and data.  
“It’s important to review comments often so that reviews that identify bugs in the app can be 
acted upon immediately,” Nguyen advises. “Listen to the raves as well as the rants,” the games 
publisher Gamehouse Partners said in its ideas for increasing user retention. “You might be 
pleasantly surprised by some of the things your app is doing well -- and these positive 
comments might help you identify bigger opportunities.” !
Ganguly agrees with the value of focusing on positive comments: “Figuring out what people like 
or love about the app and going deeper on those use cases is somewhat counterintuitive -- lots 
of companies listen to the complaints -- but often key to driving higher retention because the 
already happy people come back and do more,” he said. !
Facebook is an ideal listening tool, allowing one-to-one interaction with users to cultivate their 
ideas. Polling in that space can give app makers a quick snapshot beyond the standard “like.” 
Asking fans questions such as  “Which features would you most like to see in our next app 
update?” or “What recent level of the game did you most enjoy?” demonstrate interest in their 
feedback and help in developing an app’s next version. !
Jacqueline Wasilczyk of Appboy also suggests providing an in-app feature for gathering 
feedback. “It helps minimize negative App Store/Google Play reviews, as there's a forum for 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users to reach the developers of the app directly,” she said. “It also allows for problems to be 
addressed quickly and gives app creators an opportunity to proactively reach out to additional 
users that may be experiencing similar issues but didn't speak up. If a gaming app discovers a 
glitch through someone submitting a complaint, chances are others are encountering the same 
difficulty, and you can use multi-channel messaging to reach out to those affected.” !
Customer research 
Deeper customer research via voluntary push notifications to users will reveal insights that app 
makers might have overlooked in development. While quizzing family, friends and neighbors 
may be worthwhile, it’s more valuable to ask people with no ties to the product. !
But Magnus Jern, the founder and CEO of the European app development firm Gold Gekko, 
said push notifications, an opt-in communications channel, must be built carefully. The data-
gathering should begin with a transparent pitch explaining why customers should participate. 
Jern drafted this sample language: “The application uses push notifications to tell you when 
your submission has been accepted and when we have new information for you. Please click 
Accept. You can always turn these off in the future.” !
Ideally, users then will opt in and provide basic but extremely valuable demographic information, 
including gender, age bracket, location and interests. This will help developers and publishers 
better understand their audiences. They can ask users to provide information by allowing 
connections to the data in their social networks or through forms with drop-down menus or 
questionnaires. !
Push notifications can reveal powerful user data, Ganguly said. He urges app makers to reach 
out and learn more because “involved customers tend to stick around longer.” !
Depending on an app’s function, developers might want to consider collecting customer data 
through more secure channels. “Push notifications may not be the best venue to send requests 
for more sensitive information,” Wasilczyk said. “If you're a commerce app looking to collect 
credit-card details, address, etc., you may want to ask for it via e-mail, where more advanced 
calls to action can be executed with ease.” !
Strategic onboarding 
Another key to user longevity is strategically sharing information about an app after users 
download it. This process, known as onboarding, involves walking users through the app’s 
navigation, for example, and highlighting key features -- where they are and how to use them. 
Users are more likely to retain the introductory information and not feel overwhelmed if the 
details are parsed out thoughtfully. !
Appboy found that beginner tours within apps often overload new users by hitting them quickly 
with too much information about features or instructions. “To combat overwhelming anyone, we 
suggest spreading content over a few days to let users explore the app intelligently at their own 
pace while simultaneously organically encouraging return visits,” says Will Crocker of Appboy. 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A gaming app, for example, might share techniques for advance levels as users approach each 
new level. Providing this information as needed gives users time to practice their skills. It also 
shows that the app maker is looking out for players’ interests, which ideally will help build their 
long-term loyalty. !
Developers might want to try multiple channels in their onboarding strategies so users don’t feel 
overloaded. Appboy suggests varying email and in-app messaging for the greatest impact. But it 
cautions against push notifications unless implemented strategically. “While people may feel 
bombarded by push notifications,” Appboy suggested, “if you save the potentially invasive 
communication for your most crucial communication, users will feel less bothered.” !
Targeted and personalized communications 
Developers know nothing about their users after the initial app download. But they can open the 
door to getting acquainted by getting customers to create profiles. This allows developers to 
build direct relationships with the customer (instead of just through Apple, for example) and 
introduce them to new features, related apps and more. !
Life360, a family locator and messaging app, discovered the benefits of such re-engagement 
after tapping into users’ locations. The shop enhanced its value by sending daily crime updates 
based on each user’s location to their inboxes. Engagement through the app increased 300 
percent as a result. “Not only is this a personalized and contextualized service, but it 
encourages habitual use and breeds loyal users,” HelpShift noted in a blog post about “The 
Nine Keys to Taming Promiscuous App Users and Increasing User Retention.” !
Urban Outfitters played off the arrival of an East Coast snowstorm by segmenting users based 
on location. To users in the throes of the storm, the company sent push notifications of new 
items they could browse as it snowed. “By tailoring the message to its recipients, [Urban 
Outfitters] saw an uptick in meaningful engagement,” Appboy’s Spencer Burke said. !
Creating a sense of urgency also may produce results, Burke said, citing the example of the 
messaging app Text+ and its “Top-up Tuesdays.” “To woo specific users back to the app, they 
created a segment of users with a low credit balance and targeted that group with a time-
sensitive marketing message to ‘top up’ their accounts,” he wrote. “Given the immediacy and 
detailed nature of the message, people responded favorably.” !
In-app support 
One of the best places to engage users is within an app itself. A simple “Contact Us” button can 
start the conversation. “You can learn the most from people who are actually in your app and 
using it,” Gamehouse said. !
Developers and publishers also can use in-app communication to encourage users to review 
their apps. A pop-up could give users two choices -- the first one being a suggestion to “Rate 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this 5 stars,” with that option already loaded, and the second one allowing them to “Rate later” in 
case they don’t want to take the time right then. !
An app also can invite users to take a survey to describe their experiences. AppsFire and 
Apptentive are among the vendors that provide plug-ins for such in-app outreach tools. Simple 
questions that pop up in Apptentive’s tool included, “How was your experience with this mobile 
application today?” and “Would you recommend this app to a friend?” These surveys can be 
targeted toward user segments -- for example, querying only those who logged in through 
Facebook or a different group that represents an app maker’s heaviest user base. !
HelpShift suggested that developers use “default behavioral psychology” -- the idea of offering 
the path of least resistance to instant gratification -- when designing apps. That means 
designing the apps to make decisions on behalf of users. LemonWallet, a digital wallet app, saw 
a 57 percent increase in customer retention when it funneled customers directly to a card 
upload page. “It didn’t matter what kind of card, but it got them on the way to building a digital 
wallet,” according to the analysis at HelpShift. !
The mobile relationship manager UrbanAirship builds a messaging center within apps, allowing 
for a continuous engagement loop where users can choose to hear about new content, offers 
such as mobile coupons, videos and other brand information about the app. With the benefit of 
the previously acquired customer research, the in-app messaging can target users by 
geography, gender or interests in an effort to keep them coming back. !
Apptentive’s in-app messaging center focuses on creating loyalty through real conversations 
between developers and users. It operates as an open chat within the app, keeping users active 
while they offer feedback or get help. No trading of email addresses is required. That smooth, 
two-way experience is designed to encourage people to not only keep using the app but also to 
share their experiences with friends. On the back end, the tool allows developers to create 
groups for clustering user questions thematically and answering them in one communication. !
Real-time performance monitoring 
Engagement sometimes can hinge on something as critically simple as performance. Is the app 
meeting demand, and is the app maker monitoring its issues in real time? !
“Collecting metrics is a start, but if you never look at them you’ve wasted the effort,” according 
to a Forrester Consulting white paper, “Mobile Success: Defined by Great Experiences, Driven 
by Great Performance.” Its data indicates that continuous, real-time monitoring ensures a stable 
feedback loop and likely success. !
Of 152 firms surveyed for the report, 54 percent of the more successful firms said they monitor 
their websites continuously. Only half that number in the less successful group monitor issues 
continuously. “If you aren’t monitoring everything, you should be,” Forrester wrote. “How will you 
prevent their first or 50th experience from being the one that ends the relationship? 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“Five Key Phases in Creating a Successful Mobile App,” a white paper by the software analytics 
firm New Relic, cites maintenance and management as key to engagement. “Keep your 
customers engaged and coming back by delivering a seamless experience that makes your app 
stick,” the authors suggest, “and your users will make in-app purchases and/or download 
additional apps from you in the future.” !
New Relic offers three steps for developers to make their apps sticky: 

● Find and fix issues. Don’t wait for bad reviews. Stay on alert to monitor end-to-end 
performance and flag issues early. 

● Talk to users. Let them know about changes to the products and why they are being 
made so they understand efforts to improve the experience. 

● Make every interaction count and “maintain a healthy sense of paranoia about app 
performance and work to ensure that every time your customers use the app, they 
continue to be sold on the product’s value.” !!

"  
Source: http://try.newrelic.com/rs/newrelic/images/
Mobile_Success_Defined_By_Great_Experiences_Driven_By_Great_Performance.pdf !
Native advertising 
Negative reviews in app stores may come from more than poor interactions with the app’s 
functioning or design. They sometimes reflect the user’s distaste for ads that are intrusive or 
irrelevant or whose creative doesn’t match the overall app quality. 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Yet a remedy may be on the horizon with the rise of new mobile ad formats such as native 
advertising, which looks and reads like news and feature content and appears in the same place 
as such content. In the mobile-dominant social space, these in-stream ads are becoming the 
norm. !
Twitter’s first foray into “Promoted Tweets” four years ago was followed by Facebook, Pinterest, 
LinkedIn and other social networks moving away from ads in the right columns of their pages 
and in banners. Instead, they are placing ads in users’ individual content streams. "In the future, 
all advertising on social media will be native, in-stream ads," Jan Rezab, the CEO of the social 
media analytics company Socialbakers, told Business Insider. !
Martin Price of OpenX said app developers will benefit from this trend, as they increasingly gain 
access to tools to create Facebook- or Twitter-style native ads and find new ways to make 
money from them. !
“We believe that, as shown also by Facebook and Twitter announcements recently, the ability to 
discover relevant apps in [position] on your device via native advertising will be a major driver of 
both monetization and overall app usage this year,” Price told the Application Developers 
Alliance. “So what you do as a developer to onboard and engage those new users is critical, 
and may require deeper product changes than just sending them through your existing user 
flow.” !
Bringing Past Users Back to the App Future 
Flurry, a leading app analytics company, offers one particularly encouraging statistic on the rise 
in the app marketplace. While many consumers continue to “download and dump” apps, some 
appear to be using them longer. The average app retention rate, which Flurry defines as three 
weeks, climbed about 20 percent from 2012 to 2013. !
There are also encouraging signs that with the right marketing, lapsed or inactive users who 
once comprised an app’s loyal core can be re-engaged or retargeted. Travel, leisure and mobile 
commerce companies in particular will be launching more ads aimed at that appealing target 
market this year, Flurry CEO Simon Khalaf, told AdExchanger. !
Facebook has taken note of the lucrative opportunities for re-engagement. Last fall, it launched 
mobile app ads that aim to keep existing users active. Its push follows another emerging trend: 
deep-linking in ads that direct people who click them to specific pages the advertiser wants to 
promote. App makers can use that feature to direct users to customized, specific locations 
within their products, such as a promotion or new feature. Facebook deep-links with call-to-
action buttons such as “Open Link,” “Use App,” “Shop Now,” “Watch Video,” “Listen Now,” “Book 
Now,” or “Play Game.” !
“Deep-linking is especially useful for promotional efforts because it allows you and any third 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party to open the app when a link is clicked, rather than driving to a website or to your app’s 
listing on the iOS App Store or Google Play,” according to the Mobile Deeplinking Project, which 
released a best practices guide in February. !
Another tool for retargeting users is actually an old one -- email. But Des Traynor, the vice 
president of customer success at Intercom, said developers must approach email marketing 
with caution and careful consideration or risk permanently disengaging their customers. He 
advised app makers to follow these guidelines when retargeting via email: !

● Be real. Don’t email generic “We miss you” messages to customers who have several 
ongoing and open support issues. “Such activities do more harm than good,” Traynor 
said. “Introduce yourself in the email, and make it clear that you’re a real person who 
really wants to hear what they have to say about your application.” !

● Motivate former users. Instead of sending standard “We miss you” messages, give 
customers a glimpse of forthcoming features. “Things that inspire people to stick around 
are usually features which save time (e.g., better importing), increase efficiency (e.g., 
integrating with third parties), or offer additional value for no extra work (e.g., weekly 
reports),” Traynor said. Appboy’s Wasilczyk suggests other tangible incentives: “Offer a 
free download of a magazine subscription, timely discount, etc., to draw them back in.” !

● Craft emails that are distinct. People’s inboxes are crammed, so consider including 
screenshots to graphically set a marketing pitch apart from others. Visuals can grab their 
attention with news of new features or refreshed user interfaces. !

● Leave gracefully. Some amount of user churn is natural, so exit on a good note and 
remain honest. For customers with legitimate problems, acknowledge them and thank 
them for their feedback. “The easiest way to screw this up is to continue to spam them 
months or years into their departure,” Traynor said. “It does more harm than good.” !

Engagement Metrics that Matter 
Customer engagement is critical in part because venture capitalists who invest in app 
development shops are watching. They “can use engagement metrics to see, in a very granular 
detail, how customers are using products. This can produce valuable information, such as the 
market value of an app,” says Peggy Albright.  !
But which metrics provide the most meaning? Common first choices include the number of 
downloads, installs, usage behavior and in-app purchases. “However, some statistics hide 
crucial information about an app’s performance and user experience,” cautioned the Countly 
Blog. Dig deeper and you may find revelatory data that unearths issues in user experience, 
backend functions and graphics, among other things. !
Countly, which produces a mobile analytics app, advises app makers to create engagement 
scorecards to track these specific metrics 

http://mobiledeeplinking.org/
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!
● Number of app downloads; 
● Number of uninstalls; 
● Retention rate (percentage of users who install an app during a set time period and 

remain active users for a certain time); 
● In-app purchases; 
● Store comments and ratings; 
● Number of times the app is opened; 
● And time spent using the app. !

It’s not an exhaustive list and Countly said developers can prioritize the scorecard by assigning 
weighted points. For example, assign 15 for the number of downloads and 20 for retention, with 
all metrics combined totaling 100. !
Of these metrics, Brian Suthoff, the vice president of strategy and business development at 
Localytics, told FierceDeveloper that time spent can yield a bounty of useful information. He 
cited news publishers as an example where this metric provides tangible return. After studying 
how much time readers spend with their publications overall, as well as within particular 
sections, publishers are tailoring the organization and presentation of their content. These 
observations also are prompting changes in user interface and graphic design. !
Suthoff also emphasized the need for retention studies to facilitate long-term customer 
engagement, which can point most promisingly toward revenue generation. A Localytics study 
found that 44 percent of customers waited until they had interacted with an app at least 10 times 
before making their first in-app purchases. And those who delay their purchases ultimately 
spend more than early adopters of an app, the study found. !
“For long-term success, you need people who download it to become long-term users of the 
app,” Suthoff said. “The same thing would be true for advertising and publishers who rely on ad 
dollars. Obviously, if they use an app over and over again, they would generate more ad 
revenue.” !
The recent success of WhatsApp highlights another powerful metric -- the number of active 
users who return daily. In the case of WhatsApp, this stickiness is reportedly in the enviable 70 
percent range. !
Appboy recently revised its analytics page to include the stickiness metric, and it also allows 
developers to see analytics by segment. “By looking at the purchasing behavior for users in 
specific age groups or those with push notifications versus those without, marketers can better 
design targeted campaigns based on the results of particular actions,” Wasilczyk said. 

http://www.fiercedeveloper.com/story/how-do-you-measure-success-app-customer-engagement-key/2012-04-09
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Source: http://moz.com/blog/mobile-app-marketing-app-retention-and-building-real-customer-relationships 

  
Metrics also need to be approached with creativity and an eye for value specific to that app. A 
developer of a crowd-sourced traffic app might track miles driven per month by active users, 
while a messaging app might look at messages sent per month. Apsalar, a mobile analytics 
vendor, can follow in-app behavior of gamers -- noting, for example, how long it takes a user to 
buy virtual game currency. !
Yet another slice of metrics looks at marketing costs -- the dollars spent to acquire customers 
and the value they represent to the business. Craig Pailli, vice president of business 
development at the mobile app marketer Fiksu, likes four metrics to evaluate an app’s overall 
business health: 

● Revenues per user; 
● Number of daily active users; 
● Lifetime value of loyal customers, with “loyal” defined as someone who opens the app 

three or more times; 
● And marketing costs to acquire those customers. !

“Any business can be valued based on the lifetime value of a customer less the cost to acquire 
that user,” Pailli told FierceDeveloper. “I think that any app developer should start their app 
process thinking about [these issues].” !
Indeed, retention metrics should be accompanied by a lifetime value component known as 
“monetization.” Lloyd Melnick, a senior director for Zynga’s Hit It Rich casino app, defines 
monetization as “how much money an average player spends in your game.”  !
A key supporting metric is average revenue per active daily user, which is known by the 

http://moz.com/blog/mobile-app-marketing-app-retention-and-building-real-customer-relationships
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shorthand ARPDAU. To determine that figure, developers and app publishers divide total 
revenue by unique users for the day. If a game app has 1,000 players and generates $100, for 
instance, the ARPDAU is 10 cents. !
“ARPDAU is an effective metric because it allows for the analysis of a game’s revenue and 
growth at the per-player level, which can help you identify which games are high or low 
revenue-generators,” Melnick wrote. “Overall, looking at revenue by [average daily users] rather 
than monthly users or unique users is also more accurate because [daily active users] over time 
is a better reflection of true usage rather than short-term infusion of players by different 
marketing approaches.” !
This metric defines truly active users, those hardcore few (an estimated 3 percent to 7 percent 
of the user base) whose in-app purchases drive up to 80 percent of an app’s revenue, according 
to Nexage, a mobile advertising exchange. The remaining 95 percent or so of customers can be 
converted to active. !
A key consideration involves controlling the ad inventory so it pleases users yet also generates 
revenue. Nexage suggestions include: !

● Targeting customers who look like active users. Developers can do this by getting 
familiar with active and inactive user profiles. 

● Minimizing churn by putting in place quality controls that “proactively classify ads at the 
creative level [and] prevent certain types of ads from showing up.” 

● Aiming for a seamless environment between an ad and the host app -- display ads at 
logically integrated places such as between game levels, for example. !

It is not an either/or scenario, said Price of OpenX, a real-time advertising server. Monetization 
does not have to threaten the customer gains seen through a successful retention strategy. “We 
try to offer tools to app developers to help manage ‘sustainable revenue’ -- i.e., where they can 
grow revenue and usage in tandem and not artificially sacrifice one to attain the other,” Price 
told the Application Developers Alliance. !
Customer Retention 
The ultimate goal of engagement, and re-engagement when necessary, is customer retention. 
Mixpanel, a mobile analytics platform, found that average retention rates vary widely after one 
month, with app makers in education and media verticals at the lowest rate (11 percent after 
one month) and e-commerce and music at mid-level (13 percent to 15 percent). Social and 
photo/video apps trend higher, with 27 percent and 23 percent retention rates. Only games and 
messaging hit the one-time gold standard of more than 30 percent with 31 percent and 56 
percent. 

http://www.nexage.com/blog/entry/how-lifetime-value-is-shaping-developers-monetization-strategies
https://mixpanel.com/blog/2013/11/04/trends-report-the-new-standards-for-mobile-app-retention/
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"  
Source: https://mixpanel.com/blog/2013/11/04/trends-report-the-new-standards-for-mobile-app-retention/  !

“There is no single mobile app-retention benchmark,” Mixpanel concluded. “Don’t pull a number 
out of thin air or use an industry-wide average. That’s like jumping up in the air with your eyes 
closed and saying you set a new standing vertical-jump record.” !
Google, Flurry, Kontagent and New Relic are among the providers of mobile analytics packages 
that help publishers track the breadcrumbs of data left by app users. “By creating various events 
to track specific actions taken [by consumers], publishers are able to get a much better sense of 
what happens once they’ve launched their app,” Ganguly wrote. “Using that data helps identify 
places of popularity and places of exit. Using analytics to drive iteration on the product is a 
helpful piece of growing your retention numbers.” !
Put another way, “know thyself,” said Acompli’s Peter Farago, who deems engagement “the new 
battleground” in the mobile-leading world. Last year, after studying data from 80,000 companies 
and 230,000 apps, Flurry developed a Cartesian coordinate system placing apps in one of four 
quadrants based on retention and usage. “Frequency of use per week” was on the Y-axis, and 
“retention over 90 days” was on the X-axis 

https://mixpanel.com/blog/2013/11/04/trends-report-the-new-standards-for-mobile-app-retention/
http://moz.com/blog/mobile-app-marketing-app-retention-and-building-real-customer-relationships
http://blog.flurry.com/bid/90743/App-Engagement-The-Matrix-Reloaded
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The graphic organizes apps into four categories: 
● Those that are used intensively and earn loyal customers over time. News and 

communications apps fell into this category. 
● Those that are used intensely but for a finite period. Examples include streaming music, 

social games and dating sites, where churn occurs after successful matches. 
● Those that are used infrequently and experience lower retention, such as “one and 

done” retail, deals and medical apps. 
● Those with high value but that are used infrequently. Customers do not use travel-

booking apps in between trips, for instance. !
The category that an app falls into can help drive decisions about the underlying business 
model, according to Flurry. The first and fourth categories have higher user value and may 
sustain subscription modeling. The second and third categories have one-time value and would 
be more likely candidates for one-time download fees. !
Platform Pros and Cons 
Compared with Web users, app consumers are valuable to publishers because they are 

http://blog.flurry.com/bid/90743/App-Engagement-The-Matrix-Reloaded
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purpose-driven. Rather than arriving by search, social referral or a random link, app users 
“install an app and return directly to it, self-selecting themselves as more qualified and more 
valuable customers,” according to Daniel Ruby, an online marketing expert with Localytics. !
In its research, Localytics found that retention can vary by platform. Ruby reported in mid-2012 
that app publishers for the iPhone and iPad saw retention rates 52 percent higher than those on 
Android. Thirty-five percent of Apple iOS users launched an app more than 10 times after 
downloading, compared with 23 percent of Android users. The average Android app also has a 
24 percent one-time usage rate compared with 21 percent for iOS apps. From this data, eWeek 
concluded that iPhone and iPad users develop love/hate relationships with apps sooner than 
Android users. They were less likely (21 percent) to open an app a second time compared with 
Android users (24 percent). !
In mid-2013, Localytics reported significant changes between the two platforms in just one year.  
Android caught up to iOS with 34 percent of users returning to the app 11 or more times for both 
systems. Janet Aronica attributes this jump in numbers to Android’s growth and improvement in 
devices to become more app-friendly. !
With the release of iOS 7 last fall, Apple began pushing automatic app updates. This is good for 
developers whose customers didn’t bother to update yet criticized apps in the App Store for 
bugs that were fixed later. However, automatic updates have eliminated a key opportunity for 
development shops to re-establish contact with customers well after they download apps. !
“In a marketplace where customer communication and customer support are paramount to 
success, not having access to your customers is incredibly detrimental,” Ezra Siegel, 
Apptentive’s vice president of community, wrote on the company’s blog. !
Android may have an edge when looking at how retention affects app-store rankings. According 
to Scringo co-founder Ran Avrahamy, Google Play rankings are based on a mix of downloads 
and retention. “In iTunes, a large company can buy downloads and quickly find themselves in 
the top apps, but in Google Play an app that does this without also having retention won’t be as 
successful,” Avrahamy writes. “In practice this means an app with fewer downloads but very 
loyal users has a better chance in Google Play.” !
Indeed, Google suggests in its guide to developers that they actively listen and respond to 
users, whether by addressing comments in Google Play or testing an app release on friends 
before pushing it into the larger marketplace. !
As a young platform, Windows Phone 8 can be expected to keep the early focus on download 
numbers versus retention. Microsoft is so eager to gain traction in the app marketplace that it is 
paying up to $100,000 to get developers to port existing apps. As Microsoft’s app market share 
grows, it also is encouraging developers to partner with companies such as Flurry and 
Localytics, which provide engagement and retention tools. 

http://www.localytics.com/blog/2012/app-user-loyalty-increasing-ios-beats-android/
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BlackBerry takes an approach similar to Microsoft, highlighting the value of retention and 
engagement in its developer’s guide. BlackBerry emphasizes a data-driven approach and points 
developers toward analytics partners such as Bango, Countly, Flurry and Localytics. !
The longstanding debate over native apps versus Web-based apps may take on a different 
flavor when retention and engagement are weighted more heavily. Consider the case of GIE 
Media, a publisher that had considered a Flipboard-style, Web-based app for its “A Garden Life” 
magazine. GIE Media opted for a native app and found far more user stickiness -- roughly 47 
minutes of engagement per entrance into the [native] app, according to president and chief 
operating officer Chris Foster. "It's probably more than you see with print magazines, and the 
average person is going into the app several times during a month." !
Yet while native apps might be better for engagement, Subscription Site Central notes that 
“Web-based apps allow publishers to integrate sale and marketing [information] into their 
existing CRM, which makes retention easier.” !
Customer Retention Metrics 
Marketing researchers make a persuasive case for why developers and app publishers need to 
retain their customers by citing statistics like these: 

● A 5 percent increase in customer retention can increase a company’s profitability by 7 
percent (Bain & Company). 

● Eighty percent of a company’s future revenue will come from just 20 percent of its 
existing customers (Gartner Group). 

● And attracting new customers costs a company five times more than keeping an existing 
customer (Lee Resource). !

So how can the industry best measure retention? Three-day retention studies provide a window 
into user-acquisition campaigns and help determine the return on investment. Yet tracking 
retention over a complete week, with the circadian ebbs and weekend falls of seven days, is the 
most revered app metric, according to Kontagent Kaleidoscope, a mobile analytics platform. !
“By tracking this key performance indicator, you’ll be able to better predict how your app will fare 
in the future, both in terms of profitability and growth, says Kontagent, “It also allows you to 
more accurately compare how different cohorts of customers will react to any app new revisions 
or enhancements you implement.” !
But this advice comes with an important caveat. A seven-day retention metric only makes sense 
if your app should expect daily usage. Gaming apps, for instance, are designed to addictively 
encourage daily plays. By contrast, a bill-paying app has an entirely different purpose, with 
users perhaps only opening it once a month. “Before you start worrying that your weekly 
retention rates are low, think about your app’s purpose and how it fits into your customers’ 
weekly behavior,” Kontagent said. !
Even then, app makers should consider how to define retention and the different ways it is 

http://developer.blackberry.com/native/documentation/cascades/device_platform/analytics/analytics_overview.html
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discussed in studies. The types can vary from full retention (proportion of users who return 
daily) to classic (users returning to the app on a specific day) and rolling retention (users coming 
back on a specific day or any day after). !
Full retention is extremely restrictive and hence not a widespread metric; it provides minimal 
insight into engagement in the app. Classic retention, the most widespread metric, offers a 
general idea of overall retention. Rolling retention gives publishers an idea of their churn rate, as 
it is basically equal to 100 percent minus churn. !
Return retention adds yet another layer of analysis. It is computed by looking at the proportion 
of users who return at least once after a certain number of days. This is often used in terms of 
gambling, where it indicates the number of users who don’t drop out after the first open. !
“It is up to game developers and publishers to understand which definitions can be useful to 
them and what target levels they should aim for,” according to Thomas Sommer of the mobile-
games marketing platform AppLift. “Always keep in mind retention metrics are highly dependent 
on the type and category of the app/game.” !
The Retention Toolbox 
With metrics in hand, app makers have a clearer view of their markets and thus are better 
prepared to drive retention using various tools and tactics. Each of them is different in terms of 
effort, time and costs required, but they all have two key themes: striking the right balance in 
outreach and being prepared to reward customers for their contributions. !
Regular updates 
One effective approach is to release regular updates to an app. Once customers download an 
app, the maker has their attention. Releasing new game levels or adding rich content will up the 
odds of keeping users active. But the pacing of the releases is important, according to 
Gamehouse Partners. Monthly releases could cause them to tune out, but they might forget 
about a product or delete it if it is only enhanced every six months. !
Appboy offers a dynamic news feed within the app. It includes news of sales and updates, as 
well as deep-linking for targeted movement within the app. In its white paper “Growing Beyond 
Push Notifications,” Appboy said the feed can serve as a mobile content management system, 
allowing developers to boost engagement by quickly and organically updating the app’s content. !
The feed addresses the “it’s here and it’s gone” nature of most in-app communication, Appboy 
said. “Push notifications and in-app messages can be used to deliver valuable messages but 
disappear within seconds and require your audience to be immediately receptive.” !
Push notifications 
Push notifications are another powerful retention tool, according to Urban Airship. Its Push 
Messaging Index found that such notifications drive more than half of all app usage. But 
Gamehouse again suggests a go-easy approach, with the timing and frequency of notifications 

http://partners.gamehouse.com/increase-user-retention-mobile-app/
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 being paramount to success versus earning a reputation as spam. !
Developers should test the frequency of pushes with a group of loyal users and see how they 
react to pushes every two weeks versus monthly. They also should test messages, focusing on 
clear calls to action with some branding personality. And they should give customers the 
opportunity to opt in to notifications, as Urban Airship found that “long-term retention is on 
average 92 percent higher each month for users who opted in to push notifications.” !
The same study found evidence to support making those connections with customers early.   
“Developers are seeing a 93 percent higher retention rate among users receiving push 
messaging in the first month after download.” FierceDeveloper reported. !
While push notifications have their obvious benefits, some have cited their limits, including 
limited text display, as a reason to explore in-app messages. The limitation there is obvious as 
well -- customers only see the messages when an app is open -- but the format supports longer 
text copy and the messages can feature rich content such as images and links. “As more 
marketers develop second- and third-generation mobile apps,” Mobile Marketer reported, 
“leveraging sophisticated in-app messaging is a growing interest from marketers to create 
engaging experiences.” !
In-app messaging and customer conversations  
By using mobile data, in-app messaging allows for targeting and delivery of messages based on 
what developers know about their customers. For example, the online retailer Gilt long relied on 
push notifications to alert app users of its daily deals, but it turned to in-app messaging to 
deliver sales notices tailored for individual shoppers. !
Gilt vice president Jason John told Mobile Commerce Daily how the company’s strategy has 
evolved: “Right now [with push], there are limited characters, so we can’t tell you about all of the 
150 sales going on,” he said. “So we’ve moved from, ‘Sales start now,’ which is a generic alert, 
toward, ‘Here are the top three sales today that we think are right for you.’” !
This personalized, contextualized approach can help reach what Localytics calls “the fence-
sitters” -- the trial subscribers who look to their limit but won’t commit to an upgrade. “Convince 
your users on the fence to trust and interact with them by proving to them that you know who 
they are and want to earn their business.” !
As mentioned previously, in-app messaging can be a useful tool for gathering customer 
feedback. Specifically, it can help developers find their biggest fans and tap into this loyal base 
in an effort to track and increase their Net Promoter Score. Conversing with this group can help 
improve the app for its broader audience. !
In-app messaging also can provide a format for effective A/B testing. “Let your users and the 
data tell you what’s important, versus making assumptions and missing out on opportunities to 
be successful,” Localytics suggests. Examples include a gaming company testing rewards (such 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as tips or extra lives) or a publisher targeting lower-usage customers with content. !
Mobile relationship managers such as Converser provide dashboards to study the impact of in-
app campaigns and templates to draw upon for speedy deployment of customized messages. 
The company sees push notifications as “just the knock on the door,” and it needs to be 
followed by the question “What do you have to say?” This opens a channel of communication 
with the customer. !
Social media  
Social media matters for retention, too. Twitter, Facebook, Instagram and other networks can 
help make customers remember an app and feel good about its maker -- or, in other words, 
have a relationship that goes beyond just downloading or using an app. !
“Don’t just build an app -- think about how to build a brand that becomes a broader community,” 
Gamehouse said. With 26 million likes, the Angry Birds Facebook page provides a high-profile 
example of ongoing audience participation in the app’s evolution. Fans of the page get sneak 
peeks of upcoming releases and compete in contests. !
Game dynamics 
The addictive lure of gaming dynamics can be another driver of return visits to an app. 
Developers can build those dynamics into their apps, but they also should think about designing 
games with long-term value. !
“Reward customers with new levels of interaction based on psychological principles that 
stimulate the brain,” Gamehouse said. The check-in badges of the location-finding app 
Foursquare are a classic example, but other game dynamics include compelling users to take 
actions within certain time frames to get rewards -- or to avoid punishment.  !
Loyalty programs 
Beyond the “feel-good” retention drivers such as social media there are loyalty programs that 
reward customers for returning to an app. Whether they can achieve points toward a new level 
or gain, say, another Starbucks star, customers respond positively to these systems. !
Ilya Pozin, the founder and CEO of the social greeting-card company Open Me, said app 
developers traditionally may have seen loyalty programs as a last-ditch effort to save 
customers. But he argued that developers should offer them to the early adopters and onward 
because “a good loyalty program will increase retention and engagement, improve customer 
lifetime value and reduce customer acquisition costs.” !
Pozin cited three startups offering loyalty programs  “that have the most traction with 
developers” -- Kiip, SessionM and PocketChange. PocketChange rewards customer with 
accumulated points that can be redeemed for virtual goods or real-world products. Kiip makes 
“serendipitous rewards” -- things that customers can’t choose. And SessionM gives customers 
an option to earn points by watching ads. 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Pozin sees validation in app loyalty programs by noting that venture-capital firms such as 
Google Ventures, First Round Capital and Kleiner Perkins are investing in them. !
Paid re-engagement 
Developing a layered strategy to re-targeting users who make in-app purchases may prove 
critical. While they bought once and are among the tiny 1.5 percent who make purchases (at 
least in gaming) in any given month, developers should not assume they will return repeatedly. !
Yes, more than 50 percent indeed do, according to Tom Farrell, director of marketing for Swrve, 
which makes an in-app marketing platform. But the timing of that second purchase may reveal 
the potential for long-time engagement. It is important to differentiate engagement strategies 
among non-paying users, first-time paying users and “frequent fan” users. !
In a January study, Swrve found that the “opportunity to strike” – targeting the second purchase 
– may be much shorter than most app makers think. “We found that the median time from first 
to second purchase was an extraordinary one hour and 40 minutes,” Farrell wrote. “For 25 
percent of players who went on to make a second purchase, that purchase was made within five 
minutes of the first purchase.” !
The data may lead to accelerating app updates, launching with the second-time purchaser in 
mind. “Clearly there is a significant opportunity to target those users who have just made their 
first purchase – as this is a ‘receptive’ time when a second is not just possible but likely,” Farrell 
wrote. “But doing this requires an extremely fast reaction to this changing reality. It is vital to not 
only understand what has just been purchased but process that information and feed it back to 
the app – so that the user is offered complementary purchases – or indeed more of the same.” !
Flurry’s Torrey Lincoln also encourages the on-deck approach. “Content releases need to be 
complete, submitted and ready near initial push of the game, as players won’t stick around for 
improvements,” he wrote. In his analysis of game re-engagement, he noted peak usage on the 
average game is only two months. !
He suggests that developers leverage one game’s popularity to help build the engagement 
community for another. Evergreen, revenue-driving genres such as Solitaire, brain quizzes and 
poker are  “great games to use as a platform for promoting your other, higher [average revenue 
per user] titles,” Lincoln wrote.  !
Platforms such as Taptica use deep-linking campaigns to target lost or lapsed users who 
downloaded apps but never made purchases through them. Taptica cross-references data 
provided by advertisers (such as the list of users who downloaded an app) with a list of 
purchases made on the application. From there it develops multiple re-targeting campaigns, 
matching them to the most relevant users and positioning them around the probability of the 
click and purchase. !
Howie Schwartz, the CEO of Human Demand, envisions re-targeting -- or “re-marketing” -- on 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mobile devices following the same path as it did on desktop devices, where re-marketing 
practice is common and increasingly sophisticated. Yet desktop leverages third-party cookies to 
track users’ behavior, a feature that is not possible on mobile. The solution, Schwartz said, lies 
in using device IDs of previously acquired users. !
“We bid across 10 exchanges so that when we find that device ID, we deliver the targeted ad,” 
he said. “Developers can easily and safely upload their device IDs that they wish to re-engage 
with in a secure setting and the device IDs are hashed so Human Demand doesn't retain any 
raw device IDs, and they are assigned to the specific campaigns.” !!

http://www.pocketgamer.biz/r/PG.Biz/Human+Demand+news/news.asp?c=52219

